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SCOTTISH
LANDOWNERS:
THE TRUE
PICTURE
By Paul Wakefield, Director of Operations and Communications, Scottish Land & Estates

L

andowners and land
managers come in a
variety of sorts, as do
the estates, farms
and rural businesses that they
own and manage. It is, therefore,
practically impossible to provide
a single typical example for
examination.
It can be all too easy to stereotype
landowners as tweed-clad, shooting types
living in big houses with long drives and acres
of parkland at their disposal. While some do
indeed wear tweed and enjoy fishing and
shooting, it can by no means be used as a
method of defining them.
Recent research into the perception of Scottish
estates1 found that the vast majority of the
general public felt very positively towards estates,
but knew very little about them. Those surveyed
also said, when asked, that the main image they
conjured up when they thought of estates was
that of the TV family portrayed in the popular
BBC TV series Monarch of the Glen. While this
isn’t necessarily a negative image, it certainly
does not reflect the overall reality.
As an organisation, Scottish Land & Estates
represents more than 2,000 land-owning
members right across Scotland and the challenge
for us is in keeping abreast of the variety of issues
that are of concern to our members and the
communities within which they play an integral
role. From tourism and hospitality to housing and
agriculture, from wildlife conservation and field
sports to commercial property and education,
there seems no limit to the number of areas
within which our members are actively involved.

They deliver very real and tangible
services of benefit to their local
rural communities and the
wider Scottish economy. Our
vision is to ensure that the
true value and contribution of
landowners is recognised and
valued politically and publically.
The overwhelming majority
of landowners view their position
as less of an owner and patriarch and
more a custodian or keeper from which future
generations and communities will benefit.
Landowners by definition take a very longterm view and are united often only in their
ownership of a group of assets termed an “estate”.
However, the way in which they run their affairs
depends largely upon a wide range of factors,
many out of their control, and thus there remains
a great diversity of interests amongst them.
Another popular misconception is that all
estates are enormous in size, but, in fact,
more than half of our members own fewer than
500 acres.
While 500 acres can seem like a lot of land to
many people, it is, in fact, very modest in terms
of its commercial viability and therefore relies
upon a lot of creative thinking in order for its
owners to make it pay its way. After all, Scotland’s
beautiful natural landscape and wildlife needs to
be managed in order for it to survive and flourish
and that takes a lot of time, skill, dedication and,
of course, money.
2
A sample of members recently surveyed , 2 per
cent are involved in fish farming, 6 per cent in
tourism and recreation and 13 per cent list
housing provision as one of their business
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activities, with more than 15,000 houses
provided nationwide by our members.
On average, each member employs 13 FTE.
Farming provides the backbone of most members
businesses, with at least half of our members
,including some form of agricultural activity
within their business turnover.
Nine per cent have equestrian business
interests. Members who responded to the survey
stated that they are planning to invest a total of
£850 million in rural development projects over
the next 10 years.

There is a lot of public good being delivered by
way of economic benefit by estates, in addition
to which estates often provide the social and
environmental backbone of many Scottish rural
communities.
Within this publication, which has been
produced in association with Turcan Connell,
we have tried to show the diversity of estates and
estate owners, what they have at their disposal,
the decisions they make, what impact those
decisions have on others and why they make
those decisions.

The overwhelming majority of
landowners view their position as less of an
owner and patriarch and more a custodian
or keeper from which future generations
and communities will benefit
PAUL WAKEFIELD, DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS, SCOTTISH LAND & ESTATES

We have, therefore, pulled together a
representative mix of estate, farm and rural
business owners, all of whom are members,
from the very large, with their own corporate
governance and large numbers of staff, to
the much more modest husband-and-wife
team, the young dynamic businessman
who takes a very commercial view to his
affairs to the institution that is very much in
the public eye, plus the absentee owner and
how that works.
We very much hope this booklet goes at least
some way to highlighting the variety of individuals
involved in running estates and in doing so may
break open some of the myths that surround
landowners and their affairs.
For further information and case studies,
visit our website at www.scottishlandand
estates.co.uk
1

George Street Research: ‘Public attitudes towards
estates in Scotland’. Published March 2010
2
Member survey showing cumulative breakdown
of estate activity by % of turnover (26 per cent
response rate). January 2013.
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The traditionalist

A COMMITMENT
TO THE COMMUNITY

T

here is a diverse range of activity on the
land, according to John Mackenzie, the
current head of the family. “We have
a lot of crofts – about 135 – many of
which have been bought by their occupiers. There
are four let farms, some hydro-electric generation,
tree plantations, stalking, salmon fishing, two
hotels, a golf course, commercial property, a quarry,
and a pony trekking venture, among others.
“Most of this is carried out by tenants, since
it’s simply more efficient and effective to have a
variety of people operating these businesses. That’s
not something I resent or object to – we’ve always
been very relaxed about open access to the lands.”
He recalls the publicity surrounding the
Letterewe Accord 20 years ago when that

agreement was declared a major breakthrough in
terms of opening up land: “We’d fostered that sort
of freedom of access for decades.”
MORAL RESPONSIBILITY
Taking the time and effort to hear and respond
to local people’s views is part of the Mackenzie
philosophy. “We have a moral responsibility to
folk to listen to their views and to let them know
what we plan to do. For example, when we were
planning big tree planting schemes, we made sure
that we let local people know our intentions and
explained our plans at an early stage.
“Any such project generally involves attending
a community council meeting and making a
presentation to outline what we intend to do. We

Gairloch Estate
The lands around Gairloch have
been mostly in the ownership of the
Mackenzies of Gairloch since the 15th
century, when they were granted
to Hector Roy Mackenzie by King
James IV.
The Mackenzies have been known
for their attachment to the local
community – no tenant has been
evicted in the 519 years that the family
has held the lands.
Though times and the nature of the
estate have changed, that sense of
obligation remains.
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It’s a bit trite
to say it, but I see
myself not as an
owner, but as a
temporary
caretaker
JOHN MacKENZIE

do that before we put in a planning application.
This kind of communication is important – it’s
what we should be doing.”
Although there’s a changing population,
the Mackenzie family members know the
indigenous crofters and John believes the
relationships are healthy. “We get on fine. There’s
a mutual understanding – we respect their rights
and they respect ours.
“We don’t have a factor because I believe it’s

better to have direct contact if you can. We don’t
have any outside business interests and so we are
able to deal with things directly.”
The economic environment might have
impelled others to maximise revenue, but the
intensive commercialisation of land is not
something that attracts John Mackenzie. He said:
“More money could be extracted out of the estate,
but at what cost? We are very lucky to have the
geography, the climate, the natural resources and
everything else that allow the estate to wash its
face. We have a diversity of income, none of it
particularly big, but added all together, it works.
“We will probably do a little better financially
as years go by thanks to hydro electricity. It’s an
environmentally friendly way of generating energy,
it doesn’t impinge on people and it can generate
24 hours a day. The objections that people have to
wind farms don’t generally apply to hydro.”
Care of the environment is a priority: “We have
never seriously looked at wind farms, although
we get endless people sending us information on
how many millions we could make.”
CHANGING TIMES
At Gairloch, the times are changing in more ways
than one – right now, John Mackenzie, in his own
words, is “in the process of making myself redundant”.
His son Duncan has already taken over the reins and
he is adopting a lower profile.
“Our main hope is that we’d like to keep the place
together because it works and it’s been operating

successfully for over 500 years. I hope that Duncan
will maintain the same approach as I have over
the years.
“I have to admit that he’s a little more commercially
minded than I am, and I have no doubt that he will
run the estates in a way that he sees fit. However, I
think he shares my pride in the fact that our family
has been here a long time and we have earned a good
name by sticking to certain principles.
“In general, I’m happy and proud of the way things
have been managed. It’s a bit trite to say it, but I see
myself not as an owner but as a temporary caretaker.
If I can hand the place down in as least as good nick
as I got it, well, that’s fine. If I consider all the things
that have been done during my time, I think that’s
more or less what’s happening.”
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The businessman

A LONG-TERM VIEW
ON GROWING JOBS

T

ourism plays an increasing part at
Winton. Edinburgh is the main draw
for visitors (just half an hour away),
but in partnership with East Lothian
which offers distinctly separate attractions,
including the natural environment.
Winton House is regarded as one of the most
important houses architecturally in the country.
A jewel to some, yet it requires significant work
and expense to avoid it being a millstone that
haemorrhages the estate of funds.
In part to avoid this, Sir Francis and his wife
decided 15 years ago that the most sensible
use for the house was for corporate and private
events. While accepting these would never pay
for all the upkeep of Winton House, the events

help with maintenance costs, provide a purpose
for maintenance and create a significant level of
employment too.
As a guide to the flexibility of what Winton
can now provide – one May week this year saw
40 Belgians come for a Highland Games, a stag
party from England for clay pigeon shooting, a
corporate group of 160 for a ‘family fun day’ and
a large wedding. The accommodation within the
house and the two self-catering properties are all
booked for the Golf Open at Muirfield in July –
taken by one of the leading sports brands.
Sir Francis said: “It is quite a different operation
now compared to when we welcomed our first
guests, doing all the washing-up in an old Belfast
sink! We soon realised that we needed to replace

Winton Estate
Winton Estate is a diversified family
business over nearly 2,500 acres at
the heart of East Lothian. Sir Francis
Ogilvy is the managing trustee for
the estate and he lives with his wife
and four children in Winton House.
He is a Chartered Surveyor with
his own practice, Chalmers & Co,
based locally in Haddington. The
vision for the estate is to enable
multiple businesses to operate
profitably using the diverse assets
and to play an active role within
the community.
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There are about
40 on the wage
roll, where 15 years
ago there were
just two and they
were part-time
SIR FRANCIS OGILVY

almost everything and some areas, notably the
kitchen and toilets, have been done twice. Our
annual investment has been huge, however, we
are competing not just for a share of the national
market, alongside internationally known venues,
but also to bring business from Europe, America
and Scandinavia as a part of a package working
with agents.
“We have a sales and marketing team of six and
other staff who are brought in to run the events.

There are about 40 on the wage roll, where 15
years ago there were just two and they were
part-time.”
‘Shop local’ is part of the estate ethos to keep
the money within the community and share in
the benefits. This is as true for sourcing catering
supplies and staff as it is for the entertainment,
trades people and contractors supplying work
across the estate as a whole.
SUPPORTING LOCAL INDUSTRIES
Farming has been the backbone of the estate for
centuries. Farmland makes up two-thirds of the
estate; two thirds of this is let out to tenants with
the remainder managed in-hand by two tenants
on a contractual basis. Francis is working to
integrate operations to gain economies of scale;
three farms are run as one and a new facility
for drying and storing grain has been built to
service all the arable crops on the estate where
previously there were five.
The woods are managed for a variety of uses:
quality timber production, renewable energy and
recreation. They have been significantly improved
and extended with the purchase in 1995 of
Saltoun Big Wood (300 acres) and the planting of
nearly a million trees on 100 acres taken out of
agriculture in 2006. There are now about 850 acres
of woodland, two thirds of which are broadleaves.
The Winton Walks use the woods for a network
of varied paths covering some 12 miles – all
linked and planned in conjunction with the local
community.

Sir Francis and his
wife Dorothy

ENTHUSIASM FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
Sir Francis has a genuine enthusiasm for wildlife.
He has fostered diversity, believing noise from
nature to be a sound barometer of progress.
Professional advisers have helped protect and
enhance the main wildlife corridors.
There are 30 houses and cottages, of which

one third are occupied by people working on
the estate. The cottages have all been improved,
where possible, and there is a relatively low
turnover of tenants. It is hoped that additional
houses for rent could be built in clusters in
several places to satisfy a strong demand –
both for traditional tenancies and self-catering
holiday lets.
Sir Francis strongly supports the use and
development of renewable energy. He was among
the first in Scotland to install biomass heating
and has just renewed the woodchip boiler that
was installed in 2002 for heating Winton House
and six cottages. An estate energy survey by
specialist energy consultants identified numerous
opportunities to use modern technology and
these now form part of the development plan
for the estate. They include further displacement
of fossil fuel usage with biomass district heating
boilers on farms and clusters of cottages. Single,
medium-sized (50kw) wind turbines may also
play a part in the overall plan.
EMPLOYMENT GROWTH
To realise the potential of the estate and create
more jobs for local people, Sir Francis has drawn up
a plan for the future of Winton Estate and presented
this to East Lothian Council as a possible template
for rural development in the region.
He explained: “We want to work in partnership
with the Council, as together we can meet our
mutual goals: to generate income to assure a
viable, long-term future for Winton House and
the Estate, and to meet the Scottish Government’s
stated desire to develop sustainable futures for
rural areas and communities. The more we can
develop our resources on the estate, the more
benefits are returned to the local community in
terms of jobs and services.”
www.wintonhouse.co.uk
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The large estate

A SENSE OF
RESPONSIBILITY

S

tephen Vickers is the Director of Strategy,
who is responsible, with his fellow
directors, for crafting the roadmap that
will ensure the long-term sustainable
progress of the Buccleuch Estates as significant
rural businesses that can provide employment and
opportunity to the communities they interact with.
PLANNING WITH COMMUNITIES
Stephen said: “We’ve developed a process that
we call whole estate planning that allows us to be
very rational about all the decisions we make, so
that we can justify them both to ourselves and the
businesses with whom we work.
“Careful and rational planning also allows us
to have a debate with local communities and

Scotland at large, over the justification of the land
use choices we have made.
“Security is at the heart of many of the debates
that are currently going on in Scotland, such
as energy security, environmental security and
food security.
“The key to all of these is land and, as
landowners and land stewards, it’s
incumbent upon us to act in a responsible
and sustainable way.
“We are members of the community as
individuals, as well as being employees and
managers at Buccleuch. That means we have to try
to deliver sustainable, integrated land management
over a large area, in a way that is sensitive to the
long-term aims of the family, and to the aims and

Buccleuch
Estates
The four traditional historical estates
of the Buccleuch family reflect the
business’ origins in the countryside of
south Scotland and Northamptonshire
over an exciting and often tumultuous
900 years of UK history. Managing
about 400 square miles of countryside
is no easy task, and Buccleuch employs
a team of professionals across a
number of business areas to look
after its affairs. They are responsible
for bringing a wide range of skills and
expertise to manage and steward
more than 900 properties,
11,000ha of woodland, about
180 tenanted farms
and four mansion
houses, and
they directly
employ 380
people, rising to
almost 500 in the
summer months.
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If people
don’t understand
what we do, it’s
incumbent upon
us to help them
understand
JOHN STEPHEN VICKERS, BUCCLEUCH ESTATES

ambitions of the communities that we touch and
that our decisions affect.”
MAKING LOCAL JOBS POSSIBLE
One of Buccleuch’s main interactions with its local
communities is through the provision of work
places – whether agricultural or commercial. The
commercial businesses range from small shops and
offices through yards where woodcutting operations
are carried out to significant office space and

industrial sites like those the company owns on the
outskirts of Edinburgh. Linked to these is a sizeable
portfolio of more than 900 houses, many of them let
at affordable rental levels.
Stephen added: “Of our agricultural land, more
than 80 per cent of it is tenanted, and we have
about 11,000ha of forestry. We cut about 40,000
tonnes of timber each year, which is a significant
amount from the private sector and which
results in employment opportunities in the rural
economy both upstream and downstream of us.
“We farm in hand ourselves, with a sizeable
lamb and beef output plus free range eggs. But
one of the most significant outputs we aim to
provide is opportunity. We provide people with
the opportunity to come and work for us, to farm
in their own right on one of our tenanted farms,
or to become a sub-contractor within our wider
business streams such as forestry, building services
or hospitality and tourism.
“We are particularly interested in expanding
opportunities for young people to enter farming.
Where there are vacancies in our farms, we will
often try to encourage new entrants to take
up tenancies, as Buccleuch has done for a number
of years.”
Stephen admitted that the group had a difficult
tightrope to walk, trying to provide opportunities
for young entrants to farming and at the same
time supporting existing tenants and helping them
expand their businesses.
“Providing new tenants with the opportunity to

farm means that land is not available for existing
tenants, and that’s a hard circle to square if we’re
trying to please everyone.
“A new entrant isn’t the most profitable avenue
for us either, because we are often taking a much
lower rent and often need to support that business
in other ways for a period of time.”
ENCOURAGING ACCESS
He saw Access to the Countryside as part of the
education and awareness process that Buccleuch has
pursued for generations. Indeed, the 10th Duke’s
father, who died in 2007, was himself an honorary
member of the Ramblers’ Association.
Stephen added: “We’ve always been keen to
facilitate access to the estates – if there’s something
we think people would like to see, we’ll tell
them about it through interpretations, signage
and footpaths and encourage them to visit in a
managed way. If people don’t understand what
we do, it’s incumbent upon us to help them
understand.”
He said: “This is not a hobby for us – it’s a
professionally managed business that employs
several hundred people and creates a significant
amount of opportunity for others.
“Given all the things that land in Scotland is going
to be required to deliver now and in the future,
no-one can pretend that land can be managed
on a whim.”
www.buccleuch.com
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Landowners working
We have a moral responsibility to
folk to listen to their views and to let
them know what we plan to do
JOHN MACKENZIE, GAIRLOCH ESTATE

It’s our philosophy to work
hand in hand with our tenants to
ensure their success. We can only be
successful if our business partners
and customers are successful

There
is simply
not enough
recognition by
Government
of the crucial
role played
by private
landowners
in providing
much-needed
low-cost housing
in rural areas

ALAN LAIDLAW, THE CROWN ESTATE IN SCOTLAND.

MALCOLM HAY, EDINGLASSIE ESTATE
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g for the countryside...

There’s a mutual support among
small farming businesses. For
example, we sometimes supply
equipment and, in return, they supply
labour at busy times. The wider
community also benefits from
having active, practical-minded
people in the social mix

Given all
the things that
land in Scotland
is going to be
required to
deliver now and
in the future,
no-one can
pretend that land
can be managed
on a whim
STEPHEN VICKERS, BUCCLEUCH ESTATES

ANDREW BARBOUR, BONSKEID ESTATE

The more we can
develop our resources
on the estate, the more
benefits are returned
to the local community
in terms of jobs
and services
SIR FRANCIS OGILVY, WINTON ESTATE
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The farmer

A FRIEND TO LAND
AND WILDLIFE

R

earing and milking animals and
growing crops to provide the nation
with food is typically what the public
regard as the role of a farmer. But what
many don’t realise is that beyond being a critical
link in the food chain, they play other vital roles.
One organic cattle and sheep farmer, Malcolm
Hay, perfectly demonstrates this – working hard
to protect the environment, support the local
community and help a range of species to thrive.
A CARING APPROACH
Malcolm and his estate Edinglassie, near Huntly,
bring huge benefits to the fabric of the local
community and the land. He manages 6,700
acres, of which he owns 4,700 with 2,000 rented

from others. The estate concentrates its activities
on cattle and sheep breeding and rearing – all
strictly organic, which is certainly good news for
the environment in a number of ways – not least
for the brown hare.
“You just have to look at the brown hares to
see what good we are doing for the land and the
animals,” explains Malcolm. “Years ago you would
hardly ever see brown hares. Recently, I counted 27
in one field at one time. For a species to rebound
like this shows you are doing something right.
“We grow grass to feed our animals, but we
don’t use the fast-growing varieties that need
artificial fertilisers – they grow too tall too
quickly for the hares. We use slower-growing,
more traditional grasses, more suited to organic

Edinglassie
Estate
Across 6,700 acres Edinglassie
not only farms cattle and sheep,
but undertakes a range of
environmental work, which,
combined with its organic farming
practices, is helping to protect the
natural world and support vital
habitats for local wildlife. The estate
also acts as a landlord to a range of
residential and business properties,
rented at low cost to help local
workers to live in the area and help
the local community to thrive.
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Years ago you
would hardly ever
see brown hares.
Recently, I counted
27 in one field at
one time
MALCOLM HAY

systems and which also mean that the hares can
reach the tops for a nibble for longer. We also sow
clover to fix the nitrogen in the soil rather than
using artificial fertiliser, which helps to break up
the sward. And the soil is in better condition.”
No herbicides, pesticides or insecticides, and
certainly no neonicotinoids, which have been
linked to declining populations of one insect that
is vital to the world food chain – the bee – are
used on the farm.

SUPPLYING LOW-COST HOUSING
Edinglassie supplies housing at low rents to
local people. Five houses are provided free to
employees, while a further seven are rented
out at affordable rates to local workers or small
business owners.
Malcolm said: “Many of my tenants work
for the council. They were brought up in the
countryside, and don’t want to live in town,
where most of the low-cost housing is based.
There are also people who have set up small
businesses and the rent for them is very low by
commercial standards. If we did charge proper
commercial rents on the houses, they’d just go
out of business – it would be a disaster.
“As a rural landlord, you can either rent to
locals at low cost or put your prices up and attract
city dwellers looking for the good life. These new
arrivals don’t tend to last long, however, then
you are left out of pocket with an empty building.
Local long-term occupants offer more stability.
“Wearing my commercial hat, I should turn
these properties into holiday homes, but that
wouldn’t be good for local people. And with
the pressure on upgrading homes from the
Government and the huge extra costs involved –
for example, the requirement to improve Energy
Performance Certificates to E by 2018 – it would be
very tempting to sell. But then those homes would
be lost from the local housing market forever.
“It is a real dilemma, and there is simply not
enough recognition by Government of the crucial
role played by private landowners in providing
much-needed low-cost housing in rural areas.”
The estate also provides a number of jobs –
three full-time people on the farm, a full-time
gardener and one full-time and one trainee
gamekeeper. The gamekeepers do more than
manage infrequent shooting and fishing (for
friends, family and charity).
Their main purpose is to help control the
growing numbers of predators in the area, such
as foxes and crows, to protect struggling local
wildlife such as the nationally important breeding

populations of waders and other migratory
species. In fact, another significant activity of
the estate is its environmental work, helping
to regenerate local populations of black grouse,
as well as the wading birds, and managing two
large Special Protection Areas for internationally
important colonies of common gulls.
SUPPORTING THE ENVIRONMENT
Edinglassie is also helping to shape the landscape
for the better.
Malcolm said: “We are reinvigorating plenty of
native woodland. We always strive to make the
place look as it should. We have fenced out cattle
from waterways, meaning the banks of the burns
don’t get smashed up or animal waste gets into
the water. We are doing our bit for clean water.”
The estate also burns heather on the hills, by a
managed process known as muirburn, which has
huge benefits for the environment.
Malcolm said: “Controlled rotational burning
allows heather to regenerate quickly from root
stock. Such operations are vital in helping prevent
the wild fires, which have hugely damaged many
fragile habitats and eco-systems in the uplands.
“It’s been held that this is better for the
environment in general. Old heather degenerates
quickly, with its collapsing stems subjecting the
underlying peat to erosion, thus leaching carbon
into the atmosphere. A healthy, vigorous sward
of young heather helps prevent erosion and aids
carbon sequestration, thus helping our peat lands
act as important carbon sinks.”
Traditionally, he says, landowners would turn
to Government agencies or even conservation
organisations for help in running their estates.
However, these organisations have become
heavily politicised and increasingly bureaucratic.
“As a result, sensible dialogue with landowners
can be very difficult,” added Malcolm.
From supporting the environment to the
local community and, of course, giving a helping
hand to the brown hare, there is much more to
Edinglassie than just rearing cattle and sheep.
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The institution

LOOKING TO THE
LONG-TERM GOOD

“I

t’s our philosophy to work
hand-in-hand with our tenants
to ensure their success. We can
only be successful if our business
partners and customers are successful,” explained
Alan Laidlaw, portfolio manager at The Crown
Estate in Scotland.
“The vast majority of our land is tenanted, we
let as much property as we can and we work to
foster successful economic activity with profit
flowing to local businesses and communities,
and to the public purse.”
ON THE INVESTMENT TRAIL
Outlining The Crown Estate’s long-term view on
investment, Alan cited the example of

the Glenlivet mountain bike trails, due to open
this summer.
He said: “We’ve worked with the Cairngorms
National Park, Highlands and Islands
Enterprise (HIE), Moray Council, and European
development grant funding to put a substantial
investment into this new mountain biking hub
near Tomintoul. It’s an area that’s economically
challenged and we’re keen to see a long-term
viable business in that part of Scotland.
“Key to success is bringing more people to
the area to diversify the tourist income and
help underpin hotel, self-catering and B&B
accommodation.
“We have a huge variety of economic
activity on our land and, at Glenlivet, we

The Crown
Estate
In Scotland, The Crown Estate
manages five rural estates, mineral
and salmon fishing rights, around
half the foreshore and almost all
of the seabed. It is charged with
maintaining and enhancing the value
of this estate, with annual profits
going to the Government for public
spending. Its rural estates comprise
37,000ha, of which 5,000 is forest,
and nine Sites of Special Scientific
Interest. The Crown Estate works
with tenants on its estates to help
develop their
businesses,
which range
from farms to
sustainable
tourism.
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Key to success
is bringing more
people to the area
to diversify the
tourist income
ALAN LAIDLAW

have been working hard to make sure that
farming, forestry, sport and tourism all work
together. Some people believe they are mutually
exclusive, but we are trying to show that, with a
little compromise, they can thrive in harmony.”
IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNICATION
According to Alan, effective communication is
important in ensuring that estates are managed
well. “There’s a real mix of methods,” he added.

“We meet regularly with tenants to catch up, we
have newsletters and community consultations.
At Glenlivet, we have a ranger team and foresters,
as well as agents. There’s certainly no one
prescriptive way of talking to tenants.”
Whichever means are used, it’s all about
promoting mutual understanding. “For us to have
a successful landlord and tenant relationship we
need to make sure we understand their priorities
and ambitions, and they need to understand
ours,” explained Alan.
The Crown Estate’s commitment to long-term
planning includes recognising the importance
of a smooth transition between generations.
Alan said: “Managing the estate means looking
forward, making joint investments where
possible, and making sure that if there is a change
in circumstances we can manage that positively.
“For example, if a short-term agreement is
nearing its end, we will often offer a continuation
to the next generation who might be involved
in the business. It’s important to have open
discussions to provide security and protection
and allow people to plan their business, and it
also helps maximise mutual benefit.”
That long-term perspective also encourages
investment. In the five years to 2011/12,
£10.7million was invested in The Crown Estate
rural portfolio, primarily in construction and
improvement works to ensure that tenants
have modern, fit-for-purpose facilities.
BRIGHTER FUTURE
Looking to the future, Alan believes that
agriculture is one part of the economy showing
encouraging signs. As well as significant demand

for food, people are beginning to realise how
important land use is for water, tree planting,
public recreation, tourism and a host of other
ventures.
Alan said: “This is a far more positive time
for land and land use than has existed for many
years. Of course, there are still huge challenges –
a significant number of businesses remain under
pressure because of costs, debt and borrowing.
However, for the first time in a long time we have
seen a new generation of people who are keen to
come back to the land.”
He says there are two main reasons behind
this change, adding: “First, the prospects for
land businesses are looking better, with more
opportunities for people with fresh ideas. Second,
the number of alternative options is dwindling.
In the past, young people would have left the
countryside looking for opportunities in banking,
financial services and other sectors. These have
become fewer.
“It’s an exciting time, but it gives us challenges.
Most farm units are tight for efficiency so they
can’t employ hundreds of people. However,
people with enthusiasm and different skills
who are looking to do things differently are
coming through.”
The Crown Estate not only backs this change,
it is also witness to it. Alan said: “Recently, we
have had a number of tenants who have come in
as new entrants – and we’ve granted five limited
duration tenancies to new entrants in recent
years. I believe they have found a good partner in
us and long may that continue.”
www.thecrownestate.co.uk/scotland
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The ‘absentee’ owner

A PASSIONATE AND
PROUD CUSTODIAN

B

raemore & Langwell Estates, in the
south-east corner of Caithness, is
the epitome of a well-run estate. It
has a diverse portfolio of interests,
including sporting lets; a variety of cottages
and houses let on short assured tenancies; an
exquisitely maintained walled garden that draws
tourists from miles around; a farming operation
of 100 pedigree Luing cows; 1,000 North
Country Cheviots and 300 Blackface sheep.
There is an overarching environmental ethos
to protect and nurture the whole estate and
a demonstrable effort to protect and improve
the designated areas of natural beauty,
wildness, and rare habitats and species that make
up more than a third of its 50,000+ acres.

Managing this diverse property is agent and
local man Anson MacAuslan, who was brought up
in north Caithness and has a natural passion to
look after this estate on his home turf.
This passion is shared with Welbeck’s chairman
William Parente – a direct descendant of the
original Duke of Portland, who acquired the estate
in 1857. Ownership has been unbroken ever since.
Although William is based in England at the
family’s Welbeck Estate in Nottingham, his
happy childhood memories and lifelong
involvement on the Scottish estate means
he takes an hands-on interest in the health
of the property and local community.
Anson said: “So-called absentee landlords
sometimes get a bad press, but this is definitely

Braemore
& Langwell
Estates
The Braemore & Langwell Estates
in Caithness consists of more
than 50,000 acres of mostly open
moorland, which has a reputation for
deer stalking and livestock breeding.
The Duke of Portland developed a
deer forest on the estate after he
acquired the property in 1857 – and
it was reputed to be one of the very
finest in Scotland. It is now owned by
The Welbeck Estates Company Ltd
and managed by resident
agent Anson MacAuslan.
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So-called
absentee landlords
sometimes get a
bad press, but this
is definitely not
the case with
our estate
ANSON MACAUSLAN

not the case with our estate. I am in regular touch
with my principal and we have weekly, sometimes
even daily, telephone meetings to discuss issues
that need addressing on the estate. William is a
regular visitor to the estate at all times of year
and takes a keen interest in the local community.
For example, he was here just a couple of weeks
ago for a meeting of the local deer management
group, of which he is chair. Neither my principal

nor I consider him an ‘absentee’. Living locally
does not in itself demonstrate engagement with
the local community. Employing someone to be
your representative and having them live within
the local community, along with the family’s track
record of constructive engagement, development
and investment, definitely does in my book.”
Over the last century and more, the family
has undertaken a variety of projects to try to
provide jobs and infrastructure in Caithness,
from building the railway from Wick to Lybster
to support the herring industry to the Ousdale
Tweed Mill and the Water Bottling Plant at
Berriedale (which at its height provided bottled
water for Wimbledon). The fact that not all these
ventures have succeeded is testament to the
harsh realities of life in the Highlands.
Far from being put off by this, the policy
remains firmly committed to help find ways or
give others opportunities to develop sustainable
employment in Berriedale.
One of the recent projects that Anson has
overseen on behalf of his principal was the
purchase of the local church from the Church
of Scotland and its ongoing renovation and
access improvements. This has maintained
an important community resource which is
now used for weddings, funerals and social
events for the local community.
Anson explained: “It’s a wonderful building as
it is one of the 16 Thomas Telford Parliamentary
churches built in 1824. Most of the other
churches sold in the local area have gone for
private use, but we believed it was simply too
important to the local community to allow it to
be lost. We purchased it and have now leased it
to the community group for £1 a year. Funding
is now being sought for major renovations, but
in the meantime, we have improved the access,
parking and toilet/kitchen facilities to bring them
up to modern-day standards.”
The estate is also in discussions with the
committee of the local village hall about funding
options for renovations as they recently failed to
secure Lottery funding for the project.
The estate and farm provide permanent
employment for 14 local people, along with a
number of extra people who help during the
busy sporting season of August to October. It also
provides full-time placements for North Highland
College Gamekeeping students (three currently).
There are a variety of local contractors who
work on the estate regularly, from fencers and
dykers to plumbers, joiners, electricians and
painters. This work is all year round so the estate
directly supports probably a further three FTEs in
Caithness and East Sutherland.
All materials, machinery and supplies are
purchased locally wherever possible.

The estate also provides much-needed
affordable housing in the area, with 14 short
assured tenancies and 10 other properties for
employees, retired staff and local people.
Anson added: “We had a lot of properties
that we wanted to rent out, but their original
condition meant that they would have been
expensive to heat. We have undertaken
significant works in many of these properties
to improve energy efficiency. This type of work
can be very expensive in older, traditionally
constructed buildings and is almost entirely
unsupported by any form of improvement grant.
“We still have some other buildings on the
estate that would make interesting commercial
projects, such as an old saw mill and an old
joiner’s shop, but we are always mindful about
the potential impact on the environment.
“All our development projects have to pass
three main criteria: the original integrity of the
building has to be maintained; it has to improve
facilities and provide jobs for the local area;
and it has got to have a minimal impact on
the environment.”
For example, former disused fishermen’s
cottages on the Berriedale Beach have been
brought back to life through a leasing agreement
with the Landmark Trust, who have made a
considerable investment to turn them into
holiday lets – and attract valuable tourist revenue
to the area.
Anson loves his job: “I’ve been an agent with the
estate for seven years now and I’m very proud to be
in a position where I look after one of the finest parts
of my home county of Caithness. It’s a real privilege
to be responsible for ensuring that the estate is
kept in good condition and passed on to the next
generation in a better condition than we found it.
“I’m confident that this can be achieved as
I have the strong backing of the owner. I have
a very good relationship with William and we
share common objectives on how we want this
unique part of Scotland to be looked after. From
a personal perspective, this job has given me a
unique opportunity to come home and bring up
my family here in Caithness.
“William has an enormous passion for
Braemore and Langwell, as he has been involved
with the estate all his life and his family, like
many of the families on the estate, have been
here for generations. He is absolutely committed
to the place and is proud to be its custodian.
“That’s why the estate is kept in such a
fantastic condition and at a considerable cost. If
it was not for that income stream, the place could
not be what it is today.”
anson@wellbeck.co.uk
www.welbeck.co.uk
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The smaller estate

GOOD THINGS COME
IN SMALL PACKAGES

A

ndrew and Seonag Barbour live
and work on their family-owned
estate at Bonskeid to the west of
Pitlochry. The property is relatively
small at 3,700 acres, consisting of mainly rough
grazings, with fewer opportunities than the bigger
landowners for diversification, but it is still a
highly productive unit, doing a lot of good for the
environment and the local community.
The main way of generating income is through
in-hand farming of sheep and cattle, as well as
growing timber – Andrew and Seonag are handson growers on both the farm and in the woods.
However, the estate is also a landlord to three
tenanted farms – all small livestock businesses –
as well as providing residential houses.

SUPPLYING AFFORDABLE HOUSING
For the Barbours, it is important that the 17
residential houses that lie on the property are
accessible to the local community.
“We aim to pitch our rents at the council house
level,” explained Andrew. “It’s very low cost. By
far one of the greatest services landowners can
provide to the local community is by providing
affordable housing.
“We could look at letting at a higher rate
to a different market, but we have avoided
this deliberately for a number of reasons.
Most importantly, we wish to live in a healthy
community and we appreciate the mix of skills
that we can draw on from folks living in the
houses here, which help the business function.

Bonskeid Estate
Bonskeid Estate, near Pitlochry,
covering 3,700 acres, concentrates
its commercial activities on organic
cattle and sheep farming in addition
to timber production. Although the
estate is relatively small, it provides
huge benefits to the environment and
landscape, through its organic farming
practices and work to protect the local
wildlife. The estate also rents out 17
residential properties and three small
farms at low cost, helping people to live
and work in the area, contributing to
the local community.
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There’s mutual
support... we
supply equipment
and, in return, they
supply labour at
busy times
ANDREW BARBOUR

“If we were to let the properties into the holiday
market we would undoubtedly affect the nature
of the community in which we live and lose many
of the skilled trades and craftsfolk who provide
important services for the business.
“But it is more than that – we all benefit from
living in a mixed community with young and old,
retired and professional all represented.
“Also, we find tenants in affordable housing
tend to be long term. This engenders a sense of

community and tenants feel they have a stake
in their properties and tend to look after them
better. High-cost properties have a high churn of
tenants, and this means long periods when the
property is empty and not bringing in revenue.”
Andrew and Seonag feel that, given the scale of
the housing resource in their local area, it is their
social duty to provide this kind of social housing.
He said: “It’s not easy to find affordable housing
in this part of the country. It’s typically provided
by the council and in the towns. We believe we
have a stewardship responsibility for ordinary
folks in making housing available at fair rents.”
SHARING AND CARING FOR LAND
Andrew and Seonag also believe that the
business has a clear stewardship responsibility
for the land, from providing access for people to
enjoy the countryside to actively protecting the
environment and wildlife.
“There are a lot of paths on the property
which locals and tourists alike use which form
part of the wider walking path network around
Pitlochry,” said Andrew.
“On the environmental side, we concentrate on
habitat management on the land we grow crops
on. A lot has been designated for conservation
value and we work with conservation agencies
on good management practices. For example, on
the forestry side, we use low-impact silvicultural
systems, avoiding large clearfells, an approach
that maintains the woodland structure.
“We also do a lot of ‘conservation’ grazing,
allowing herb-rich grassland to flower with all the
benefits to local wildlife that that brings. As an
organic producer, we seek to produce high-quality
meat from a range of diverse natural habitats.

From the woods to the farm, this approach helps
a wide range of species of conservation concern,
including the red squirrel, the pearl bordered
fritillary and black grouse, all of which have
healthy populations on the property.”
Water management in the catchment area
is another key concern, fencing off wetlands to
protect them from animal waste, and ensuring
the water that runs into burns is kept clean.
SUPPORTING A NEW GENERATION
But what Andrew is particularly passionate about
is supporting young entrants into farming. He
said: “I feel very strongly about getting younger
folks involved in the sector. Over the years and
the generations, we have always tried to help
new blood into the industry here. In the last two
decades we have helped three young people get a
start using land on this estate.”
Being supportive is a common practice –
whether it’s helping those in need of a step up
into the industry, or to help people live in the
local community. And this is no more apparent
than in its approach to tenanted farmers, where
it’s not always just about the bottom line, but
rather the greater good over a longer timescale.
“The tenanted farms don’t make us any money,
but there is a wider value to us from having
such businesses in the area,” Andrew explained.
“There’s a mutual support among small farming
businesses. For example, we sometimes supply
equipment and, in return, they supply labour at
busy times. The wider community also benefits
from having active, practical-minded people in
the social mix. Once again, we come back to what
makes a healthy community and the importance
of this social dimension to rural life.”
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Turcan Connell
As representatives
of many Scottish
estates, Turcan
Connell knows
the important role
landowners play

F

WITNESSES
TO CHANGE

ew organisations are better placed
than Turcan Connell to observe the
diversity of rural land ownership in
Scotland, and how the nature of that
ownership has changed in recent times.
Turcan Connell, a firm of solicitors with offices
in Edinburgh, Glasgow, London and Guernsey,
has represented a wide range of landowners
over many years and has seen first-hand how
relationships with the rural landscape have
developed.
“We act for a wide range of clients who are
involved in the day-to-day management of rural
land in Scotland, including estates, farms and
forestry properties in various parts of Scotland,”
explained Partner Adam Gillingham.
“In the vast majority of cases, they are
‘hands-on’ people who are always looking at
ways of sustaining the value of their property, not
just for themselves and the generation to follow,
but for those who live or work on their property
or nearby.”
When it comes to estate ownership, Adam was
quick to puncture the myth that there is a typical
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kind of owner. Each has particular goals, not just
for their estate, but also that estate’s relationship
with its neighbours.
For many owners, how they interact with
local communities is invariably uppermost
in their minds. Adam said: “My view is that
landowners these days are far more tuned into
their role within the local community. My
career stretches back to the mid-80s and I see
landowners working hard to remove any ‘them
and us’ feelings – after all, it is easy to forget that
landowners themselves are very much part of the
community in which they live and work.
“For example, they provide housing
opportunities and, whether directly or indirectly,
potential for employment and resources for
outdoor recreation.
“The challenge for landowners and managers is
to make the most of the assets they have in a way
that’s sustainable, often in the face of increasingly
strict compliance standards.”
In rural communities, activities on an estate
that can help the employment of even a few
people are absolutely vital to the sustainability of
the local community.
Adam added: “If an estate is not financially
sustainable, that will inevitably impinge on the
ability of a landowner to employ local people.
“While there continues to be a significant
amount of sporting and other traditional
activities on certain estates, some estates
also convert buildings for commercial use,
holiday lettings and for events such as
weddings and so on.
“One of our clients leases space to an Outward
Bound group, a reflection of the notable increase
in the public’s appetite for outdoor leisure
pursuits such as walking, climbing and cycling.
“The release of houses for residential lets
provides opportunities for locals to live and
work in the area. Broadband and other technical
developments mean that people can live and
work in the countryside far more easily than was
formerly the case.”
Despite, or perhaps because of, the challenges
that exist, local relationships are changing.
“Landowners and managers have had to become
far more aware of the importance of working
with local communities, but subject to the wish
to continue to have a reasonable level of peaceful
and private enjoyment of the property
in question,” added Adam.
“There are some issues, such as
communication, that still have to be worked on
so that there is a better understanding of what a
particular estate is trying to achieve.”
According to Adam, relationship development
with local communities is an ongoing process. He
highlighted one client who owns a farming estate

and who has just held a very successful open
day. Local people were encouraged to come and
see what actually happens on the land and this
sort of event undoubtedly helps to foster a better
understanding of the challenges facing farmers
and land managers today.
This is particularly important given there
is an increasing concern about the integrity
of the food chain.
Adam continued: “For my part, I think it is
very important that members of the public have
the opportunity to visit a farming operation in
order to better understand the process of food
production from seed to superstore.
“The Royal Highland Show is a good example
of the way that farmers and those who live and
work in the country are looking to enhance
and extend the relationship they have with the
community at large.
“The Show has been refashioned over the years
to make it much more relevant, not just to the
farming population, but to the general public who
are able to obtain a greater appreciation of the
challenges that farmers and their land managers
are facing.
“The future success of rural land management,
combined with sustainable communities,
depends on maintaining a complementary mix of
ownership. There is a place for private ownership
and also for community ownership.
“All owners, whoever they are, face similar
problems. The way these are tackled is quite often
down to personalities. That’s what makes my job
so interesting. I deal with a wide spectrum of
clients with interesting issues and challenges on
a day-to-day basis.
“However, there is an underlying quality
that marks out our clients who are involved
in rural property management, and it is their
extraordinary determination to manage their
land in such a way that it can be handed down
in a good and sustainable condition, not just to
benefit the next generation, but in a way that’s
sustainable within the overall community.
“That simple conviction comes over loud and
clear, time and time again.”

It is easy to
forget landowners
themselves are
very much part
of the community
in which they
live and work
ADAM GILLINGHAM,
PARTNER, TURCAN CONNELL

Getting it right from day one
When it comes to legal matters, providing advice at an early stage to landowners
and managers is key, according to Adam. “Early dialogue among the parties
involved is all important,” he said.
“On every occasion, it is critical that the appropriate legal documentation is put in
place from day one in order for all the parties involved to have a clear framework
to operate from and thus avoid unfortunate misunderstandings later on.”
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